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Abstract. Lithuania is a transit country. It is a small but significant territory between East and West. This fact is substan-
tiated by the history of the country railways, which started when Tsarist Russia launched the construction of the railway 
between Saint-Petersburg and Warsaw. There is not much research into the history of railways in Russia, also in Lithuania. 
Besides, not all available information is reliable due to the nihilistic attitudes towards Tsarism of that time. Only some of 
the railways in the former Soviet Union were written and talked about. The history of the Lithuania railway is not an ex-
ception. Different written sources provide a variety of dates for the first railway to be built in Lithuania. They mirror varied 
events in the history of Lithuanian railways, thus all of them must be taken into consideration. The article presents the 
evolution of Lithuanian railway transport from Tsarist Russia to Rail Baltica, which is the European railway project cur-
rently implemented in Lithuania. The article discusses the world’s first railways including the ones in Tsarist Russia when 
the history of Lithuanian railways started. The article also considers the building of the first railway in Lithuania, construc-
tion of railway stations, setting the transportation tariffs, selection of railway employees. The author of the article employs 
historical and online resources as well as a long-standing personal experience in railway transport. The research into Tsar 
Family’s diaries and historical novels makes it possible to disclose the facts that are not widely known. The author considers 
the future of Lithuania with reference to the construction of the European railway Rail Baltica. The article would be useful 
for the readers who are interested in the historical development and future of Lithuanian railways.
Keywords: the world’s first railways, Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw railway, Lithuania, railway station Verzhbolovo, Rail Baltica, 
transport history, Lithuanian railways.
Introduction 
The origin of the railway dates back to ancient Greece and 
Egypt, where guided ways was already known. The Greeks 
had the so-called sacred roads used to push their god 
sculptures, which were put on wheeled pallets. The front 
and rear wheel axles had a uniform track. To prevent the 
sliding of gods from the track, the Greeks carved grooves 
for the wheels in the rock pavement. The gods moving 
through these grooves could pass each other when the cer-
emony ritual required that. Similar devices were known to 
the ancient Egyptians too. They used them in construction 
when transporting huge blocks of rock. The beam bearing 
road was a direct prototype of the upper road structure of 
modern railways. It was originally used for towing ready-
made flat surfaces, which were put on wheels in the mid 
17th century mines of England and Germany. The wooden 
beam rails had an equal distance between the inner edges 
therefore trolley wheels were made with flanges on the in-
side so as not to slip away from the beams. In 1767, the 
wooden flat surfaces were replaced by wooden beams were 
topped with iron plates. The durability of the latter com-
pared to the wooden ones, albeit reinforced with metal 
strips, also the ease of rolling the trolleys, speeded for a 
quick change of the wooden rails in the mines. The rails 
made of iron started to be produced. The most suitable 
profile was also searched for (Žeimantas 2003).
The history of European railways was complicated. The 
first public rail transport started to function in 1820. It 
was a set of horse-drawn carriages loaded on rails (Vana-
gas 2017). The first railway line appeared in England in 
1825. Soon, the invention spread to France, Prussia, the 
US, even India and South America (Venclova 2019). With 
the introduction of the first rails in the first half of the19th 
century, it became possible to transport large numbers of 
people and goods by land over long distances, quickly and 
economically. The railways became the engine of Euro-
pean industrial growth, with the rail network expanding 
across Europe. However, during World War II, much of 



















LEand not reconstructed. After the war, the Iron Curtain di-vided the European continent and the division lasted for 
several decades. There was a decrease in the role of the 
railways in Europe. More attention was paid to the de-
velopment of road transport infrastructure (Rail-Baltica.lt 
2021b).
Lithuania was occupied by Tsarist Russia and innova-
tions reached the country with considerable delays. There-
fore, for a long time, life in Lithuania was much the same 
as in the 18th or earlier centuries (Venclova 2019). The 
history of Lithuanian railway begins with the launch of 
Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw railway construction. With the 
advent of railways in the US and Europe, Russia was still 
considering whether the country needed them. To this day, 
legends are circulating about the start of the construction 
of the Russian railway. According to one of the stories, 
Tsar of Russia Nicholas I drew a line of the future railway 
on a map and penciled around his finger attached to the 
ruler, resulting in a line with a curve popularly known as 
the “emperor’s finger”. It is symbolic, but after many years, 
his grandson had to renounce the throne on the train. 
Tsar Nicholas I, who decided to build railways in Russia, 
could have hardly imagined such development of events 
(Horvatova 2011). In her diary, Duchess E. A. Naryshkina 
wrote: “The ruler has signed a renunciation of the throne 
for himself and for his son. The Tsar’s train was stopped 
in Pskov. Despair! ...” (in Russian: Gosudar’ podpisal otre-
chenie za sebja i za syna. Carskij poezd byl astanovlen v 
Pskove. Otchajanie!...) (Hrustalev 2008). 
Tragic events are also recorded in the pages of Lithu-
anian history. On 14 June 1941, the People’s Commissariat 
of Internal Affairs (in Russian: NKVD – Narodnyj komis-
sariat vnutrennih del) began mass arrests and deportations 
of Lithuanians to Siberia. People were put into wooden 
freight wagons meant to transport cattle and deported to 
Siberia. There, the deportees faced hunger, cold and forced 
labour. They had to dig the frozen Siberian earth for a 
piece of bread. “We disembarked from the lorry, then the 
guards made us go to the railway platform where a long 
red echelon of the cattle wagons was standing. There were 
hundreds of people – men, women, children, and elderly 
people. They were surrounded by the guard armed with ri-
fles and bayonets. People were pushed into wagons. When 
a wagon was full, its doors were closed and screwed with 
bolts” (Venclova 2019). 
To this day, rail transport is popular all over the world: 
railways and rolling stock are regularly improved, the qual-
ity of passenger service enhanced, travel safety increased. 
All this facilitates rail transport in the competition with 
other modes of transport. The fatality risk for an aver-
age train passenger is now about 0.05 fatalities per billion 
passenger kilometres, making it comparatively the safest 
mode of land transport in the EU (ERA 2020). 
Lithuanian scientists are researching railway transport 
infrastructure, rolling stock and transportation processes. 
The research by Gailienė (2012) presents the method in 
Lithuania for calculating superelevation in the railway 
curves and analyses calculation defects. Navikas et  al. 
(2018) presents investigation and evaluation of railway 
ballast properties variation during technological processes. 
In the research by Navikas et al. (2016) density and water 
permeability of 49 produced random samples of aggregate 
sub-ballast mixture, which were taken from the stockpile 
in the plant and from the uncompacted railway layer are 
investigated. The research by Bogdevičius et  al. (2015) 
examines a mathematical model for the system “railway-
vehicle wheel – track” that allows examining the interac-
tion between a wheel flat and a rail in the vertical plane. 
Estimated of a passenger car ride smoothness under vari-
ous exploitation conditions (Vaičiūnas et al. 2021). Train 
travel quality criteria related to train elements and rail-
way track technical condition (Maskeliūnaitė, Sivilevičius 
2014), train travel process organization and technol-
ogy (Sivilevičius et  al. 2012), travel price (Sivilevičius, 
Maskeliūnaitė 2019) and train travel safety (Maskeliūnaitė, 
Sivilevičius 2020) are systematically assessed. A multi-cri-
teria and reverse hierarchy model is applied, substantiat-
ing the choice to travel by rail as an alternative to air and 
road transport (Sivilevičius, Maskeliūnaitė 2018). 
Freight wagon body reliability studies are being per-
formed (Li et al. 2020). Earth climate warming due to an-
thropological pollution is forcing the search for sustain-
able solutions in the transport sector. The assessment of 
greenhouse gas emissions has become a major goal for 
transportation companies (Mintzia et al. 2018). Accord-
ing to data provided by the EC, the amount of greenhouse 
gasses emitted by the EU railways in 2017 was lower than 
0.5%. Therefore, trains are one of the most sustainable 
means of transporting passengers and freight. An infra-
structure network for electric traction trains is being de-
veloped across Europe. However, only about 7% of pas-
sengers and 11% of freight are transported by rail. History 
may turn again  – this time in a direction favourable to 
railways (Rail-Baltica.lt 2021b). However, let us start from 
the beginning. 
The aim of the article is to view the development of the 
world’s first railways, including the ones in Russia, which 
influenced the development of Lithuanian railways. In ad-
dition, to study the dynamics of railway construction in 
Lithuania and future works related to the European rail-
way Rail Baltica, which is currently under construction.
1. Construction of the world’s first railways 
From 1830 onwards, proponents of the new mode of trans-
port in Russia used to raise the question of the construc-
tion of the railway in the country. Russian Tsar Nicholas 
I was against the construction of the railway at the time. 
And as is usually the case with an authoritarian regime, 
the elite of the Russian society was also against it. By this, 
these people tried to show full trust in the first-person’s 
opinion and judgement. The question stands up why the 
Tsar and his supporters were against the construction of 
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net said that the railway “would bring a harmful foreign 
spirit to Russia” (in Russian: zaneset v Rossiju vrednyj duh 
inostrannyj). The conservatism of Tsar Nicholas I towards 
construction of railways was not an exception. Finance 
Minister Count E. F. Kankrin wrote that the railways 
would destroy the “indispensable hierarchy of the society” 
(in Russian: stol’ neobhodimuju obshhestvennuju ierarhiju), 
as the new mode of transport would lead to “equality of 
strata because the official and a country bumpkin, a gen-
tleman and a commoner will sit in the train next to each 
other, in the same row” (in Russian: privedet k ravenstvu 
soslovij, tak kak i sanovnik i prostak, barin i muzhik poedut, 
sidja rjadom v vagone, v odnom posade). 
The similar situation was observed in other countries, 
where the economic situation depended on the people in 
power. The Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph was also cate-
gorically opposed to the construction of the railway. When 
he was offered the Northern railway project, he said: “No 
no, I’m not going to do this because a railway can become 
the route for the revolution to come to this country!”. In 
addition to the political counterarguments, the engineers 
raised technical arguments and some of them were very 
serious. For example, how to heat passenger cars, how to 
avoid a fire that could be generated by steam locomotive 
sparks, how to clear snow from the road. However, while 
Russia was deliberating, the world countries were acting. 
Great Britain became the pioneer in railway construction 
(Table 1). In the period of 1828–1835, the railways in Aus-
tria, France, the US, the Czech lands, Scotland, Ireland, 
Belgium, and Germany started to function (Husainov 
2021).
The decision to build railways in Russia was made in 
1835, when Franz Anton von Gerstner, an engineer from 
Austria and a professor at the Vienna Polytechnic Insti-
tute, in a personal meeting convinced Nicholas I that the 
Tsar “must prove to Europe that he is not feeble-minded 
and sleepy as Europeans imagine him to be” (in Russian: 
dolzhen zhe car’ dokazat’ Evrope, chto on ne takoj otstalyj 
i dremuchij, kakim kazhetsja evropejcam). It was then de-
cided to convene a special committee for the construction 
of railways in Russia (in Russian: special’nyj osobyj komitet 
po obustrojstvu zheleznyh dorog v Rossii). The first meet-
ing of the committee was held on 28 February 1835. Tsar 
Nicholas I participated in the meeting and outlined the 
benefits of building a railway. All the members who the 
day before unanimously voted against the construction of 
railways in Russia changed their views in an instant and 
unanimously voted for the construction of railways. The 
first Russian railway was officially opened in 1837 and 
this date is considered the beginning of rail transport in 
Russia. The first railway connected Saint-Petersburg and 
Tsarskoe Selo (Husainov 2021). 
In the period of 1843–1851 the railway Saint-Peters-
burg–Moscow was built, which became famous for its lux-
ury and as an example of mismanagement and inefficiency. 
After completing the construction of the first railway, the 
government started the second, Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw 
with a branch to Prussia (Žeimantas 2003). The railway 
track went through the major cities: Pskov, Dvinsk, Vil-
nius (at that time was named in Polish: Wilno), Kaunas (at 
that time was named in Polish: Kowno), Grodno, Białystok 
(Figure 1a). The technical parameters of the railway Saint-
Petersburg–Warsaw are presented in Table 2. The gauge of 
the railway Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw was 1524 mm. The 
first railways of this gauge were built in Great Britain and 
the US. It is possible that the 1524 mm gauge was chosen 
by Russia because the railway construction consultants 
were from America. 
In addition, it cannot be excluded that the choice of 
track gauge was influenced by the military aspect – a track 
other than the European track would make it more dif-
ficult for an enemy to invade Russia, deploy and supply 
Table 1. World’s first railways – entry into service (Husainov 2021)
Country/region Year when the first railway entered into service Railway line Length [km]
Great Britain 1825 Stockton–Darlington 41
Austria 1828 Budejovice–Kirschbaum 64
France 1828 Saint-Etienne–Andrecix 18
US 1830 Baltimore–Elicott-Milz 24
Czeck lands 1830 Prague–Lana 57
Scotland 1832 Edinburgh–Dalkeith 19
Ireland 1834 Dublin–Kingstown 10
Belgium 1835 Brussels–Mechelen 20
Germany 1835 Nuremberg–Fürth 6
Russia 1837 Saint-Petersburg–Tsarskoe Selo 27
Italy 1839 Naples–Portezi 8
Denmark 1839 Amsterdam–Haarlem 16
Cuba 1840 Havana–Guinai 50
Poland 1846 Warsaw–Częstochowa 251
Switzerland 1847 Zurich–Baden 24









LEwanted to earn money were not free, they were serfs. It was not easy to get to work from far away places. Trains 
or buses did not exist then. Workers could only come to 
the workplace on foot. Large gatherings of people pro-
voked the diseases (Žeimantas 2003). In some sections of 
the road, due to the lack of quality soil, clay was used to 
make embankments. While dry, it is strong enough, but 
when wet clay gets soft, so low embankments with slopes 
of 1:3 were made (Figure 2a). 
The rails for the railway Saint-Petersburg  – Warsaw 
were supplied by the P. Demidov and S. Yakovlev Ural 
mining plants. These rails were two to three times more 
expensive than the English ones, but they were famous 
for their better quality. The rails were also purchased 
from English companies, but only till the beginning of 
the Crimean War. Initially, the railway had 4.2…6.0 m 
long rails. Later, in 1870, the iron rails were replaced by 
35.60 and 32.49 kg/m rails with steel heads and steel rails. 
The joint was made on the sleeper and tightened with 
4 screws. About 1200 units of wooden sleepers were laid 
per kilometre of the railway. Sand, a mixture of sand and 
Figure 1. Map of the railway line: a – Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw railway line (in Russian) (ID 2021);  
b – European railway Rail Baltica line (LR SM 2021a)
Figure 2. Railway construction: a – construction of the first railways (Husainov 2021);  
b – Rail Baltica construction works (LR SM 2021e)
Table 2. The technical parameters of the railway Saint-
Petersburg–Warsaw 
Parameter Dimension
Track gauge 1524 mm
Marginal slope 0.006 ‰
Minimum radius of curve 1065 m
Length of iron rail 4.2…6.0 m
Rail (meter) weight 32.49…35.6 kg/m
Height of ballast prism (under sleepers) 30…50 cm
Wooden sleepers 1200 units/km
Length of sleepers 2.7 m




troops (Prizova 2014). This track gauge was accepted by 
the builders of the railway Nikolaevsky and became the 
gauge of all Russian railways. The uniform track gauge in 
other countries was adopted much later. 
It was not easy to build the first railways: there was 
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gravel, and in some sections stone chippings were used for 
the ballast. The sleepers for the Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw 
railway were impregnated with a mixture of creosote (a 
greasy, strong-smelling liquid obtained from wood or coal 
tar and used in technology, medicine) and zinc chloride. 
The railway company had a sleeper impregnation plant. 
An effective method was used to combat the unevenness 
of the earth embankments. Soil was changed in those plac-
es. To protect the road from snow, plants were put on the 
sides. It was a novelty in those days (ID 2021).
Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw railway line was serviced by 
101 steam locomotives. The speed of freight locomotives 
was up to 40…45 km/h, the speed of passenger trains was 
up to 80 km/h (ID 2021).
2. The first railways in Lithuania 
The first railway construction projects in Lithuania are re-
lated to the Liepaja–Jurbarkas and Saint-Petersburg–War-
saw lines. The idea of Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw railway 
line was first raised in 1835 by V. Gur’ev who was a Rus-
sian. He offered to connect Saint-Petersburg and Warsaw 
via Riga and Grodno. In 1838, M. Murav’jov who also was 
Russian, expressed the idea to connect Saint-Petersburg 
and Warsaw by building a railway via Daugavpils, Vilnius 
and Grodno. Almost at the same time, the project to build 
railways was presented by F. Garsten, a Czech who served 
in Tsar’s office and was one of the owners of the first Rus-
sian railway connecting Saint-Petersburg–Tsarskoye Selo. 
His project was the same as M. Murav’jov’s proposal, but 
also pointed to the need to build a branch to Prussia. In 
1851, the Russian government passed a resolution on the 
construction of the railway Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw. The 
route indicated by F. Garsten was chosen. The length of 
the railway was estimated at about 1250 kilometres. Of-
ficially the construction of the railway line started on 
15 February 1851 (Žeimantas 2003).
The construction of the Daugavpils–Vilnius–Kaunas–
Kybartai (Virbalis) railway section was undertaken by the 
merchant G. Adelson, who had the central construction 
office in Vilnius. The works on the road Daugavpils–Vil-
nius–Lentvaris–Kaunas–Kybartai started on 1 May 1859. 
The railway station under construction in Kybartai was 
named Virbalis (in Russian: Verzhbolovo), therefore this 
section for a long time was officially called Kaunas–Virba-
lis. It was not difficult to build a railway across the Sūduva 
plain, as no major earthworks were required. The biggest 
problem was posed by the river Nemunas. The road from 
the border to the banks of the Nemunas was completed in 
1861. On 28 April 1860, the General Affairs Department of 
the Ministry of the Interior informed the Governor Gen-
eral of Vilnius that Grand Duchess Jelena Pavlovna would 
travel abroad: from Saint-Petersburg to Daugavpils by rail, 
from Daugavpils to Kaunas and Virbalis on the road. On 
12 September of the same year, the son of the Tsar and the 
heir to the throne, went to Warsaw. He travelled to Dau-
gavpils by train, then by horse via Ukmergė and Kaunas. 
These two travel routes of high-ranking state figures 
show that there was no integrated railway from Saint-
Petersburg to Vilnius at that time. The train that came to 
Vilnius from Daugavpils was first mentioned in the press 
on 4 September 1860. Yet, it was the train on the left side 
of the Daugava specially coupled for the Tsar. The event 
got into the press due to the visit of the emperor. There 
was no public transport at that time because it was held 
up by unfinished works, especially the bridge being built 
across the Daugava. The construction of the bridge was 
completed only in 1862. On 15 March 1862, train route 
from Saint-Petersburg to Vilnius and from Vilnius to Vir-
balis was opened. Regular trains to Warsaw were launched 
on 15 December 1862. The list of the first dates can be 
continued. Nonetheless, the most prominent are the two 
dates: 15 May 1858, when the works in the construction of 
the railway in Lithuania started (beginning of the railway 
era in Lithuania) and 11 April 1861, when public rail traf-
fic Kaunas–Virbalis (Kybartai) was opened. For this event, 
10 freight locomotives were ordered abroad in advance, 
which were transported to Kaunas in 1860 (Žeimantas 
2003).
The company report notes that a lot of time was wast-
ed to order passenger railway wagons. It took a long time 
to develop technical specifications suitable for the harsh 
climate of Russia, because the railway wagons of Western 
Europe were not heated at that time. The company expect-
ed to have enough passenger and freight railway wagons 
by opening traffic in the Kaunas–Virbalis section. Indeed, 
on 31 December 1861, there were already 11 freight train 
locomotives, 43 passenger and baggage wagons, 6 freight-
passenger wagons, 148 freight and 300 ballast railway wag-
ons in Kaunas–Virbalis section (Žeimantas 2003).
4 September 1860, which marks the date of the first 
train when the Tsar came to Vilnius, cannot be seriously 
considered. This train could not be the first to Vilnius be-
cause of the simple matter: rulers are never testers. The 
Tsar could go on the railway that had been pretested. And 
pretesting was done by those who carried out the works of 
the railway, thus the date of the first train entry to Vilnius 
was not recorded (Žeimantas 2003). By the way, if we are 
to believe the reference (Kunčius 2018), the commander of 
the world proletariat V. I. Lenin travelled in the first-class 
wagon of the Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw train. Members of 
the organization “Combat Union for the Workers’ Class 
Liberation” were worried that Lenin had recently been 
looking very tired, and by a majority of votes they de-
cided to send him to Warsaw for a few days. On the train, 
Lenin met S. G. Petuchov, a friend from the gymnasium 
class. The accidental meeting of the classmates meant that 
such an event had to be ‘marked’. The warm meeting of the 
classmates ended in an unexpected way. In the morning 
of 19 September 1895, V. I. Lenin was disembarked from 
the train in Vilnius. 
After the construction of the Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw 
railway in the current territory of Lithuania, the following 
train stations were built: of the highest class – Lentvaris 









LEand Virbalis (at that time was named Verzhbolovo), first-class – Vilnius and Kaunas, second class – Švenčionėliai, 
third class  – Dūkštas, Kazlų Rūda, Varėna and Žasliai, 
fourth class  – Bezdonys, Ignalina, Mauručiai, Pabradė, 
Pilviškiai, Rūdiškės, Turmantas, Valkininkai, Marcinkoni-
ai, Vievis and Vilkaviškis. In the times of the Russian Em-
pire, Kybartai station was the largest after Saint-Petersburg 
railway station (Žeimantas 2003). On the one side of the 
station, there was Russian gauge railway (1524 mm) and 
on the other side of the station there was European gauge 
railway (1435 mm) (Ivaškevičius 2013b). At the beginning 
of the 20th century, there was a widespread saying in the 
Russian Empire: “Everything that is new is only to Virba-
lis – what is new here is not new over there” (in Russian: 
Vsjo novo lish’ do Verzhbolova – chto novo zdes’, to tam ne 
novo). Today, one hundred years later, it is almost impos-
sible to understand what it means. Similarly, confusing is 
a rebellious statement of twenty-year-old V. Mayakovsky, 
which was published in the Russian press in 1914: “It is 
time to understand that “to be Europe” for us is not a slave 
copying of the West or walking on suspender belts thrown 
at us through Verzhbolovo. It means accumulating our 
strength as is done there”. In 1913, Verzhbolovo station 
was also mentioned in the poem “To Russia” by I. Jeren-
burg, a young Russian symbolist living in Paris at the time: 
“If again I see porters, and the word on the wall “Verzh-
bolovo” <...> I will understand how weak I am against you, 
and how much have I wasted in these years” (in Russian: 
Esli ja kogda-nibud’ uvizhu snova, i nosil’shhikov i nadpis’ 
“Verzhbolovo” <...> Ja pojmu kak pred toboj ja nishh i mal, 
kak ja mnogo v jeti gody rasterjal) (Ivaškevičius 2013a). 
According to the writer V. Nabokov, Virbalis was the 
place “where the angular Russian railway was changed 
to a narrow European railway, where birch firewood was 
changed to coal”. The station building was designed by the 
French and built by the Germans. In Tsarist Russia there 
was a prohibition on photographing the border area, rail-
way lines, bridges, and territory around. The distance from 
these objects had to be no less than 5 measurements that 
were used in Russia in the late-18th–early-19th centuries. 
The distance equalled to 500 fathoms in length (1.067 km). 
However, with the permission of the Minister of the Inte-
rior exceptions were made. Therefore, the postcards pic-
turing railway crossings and railway stations (Figure 3a) 
are available today and they are a perfect witness of what 
the places looked like at that time. The station building 
was an impressive building – huge halls, hotels, and res-
taurants of three classes, outdoor tennis courts, bowling 
alley, Tsar family apartments. The garage was also built to 
house a personal luxury Tsar train. It was made ready for 
the Emperor to have a ride in Europe. 
The Virbalis customs point was the most important 
one on the western border of Russia. In 1914, it was the 
locality where about a tenth of Russian Empire goods were 
exported to the West. The goods included timber, grain, 
flax, linseed, birds, horses, pork, fruit, which were mostly 
transported from Lithuania (or through Lithuania) to the 
West. Fish (herring), grain, fertilizers, coal, metalworking 
and agricultural machinery, seeds were imported to Lithu-
ania from East Prussia. Illegal communist content books 
were secretly brought to Lithuania via Virbalis. Therefore, 
train passengers were usually thoroughly searched. In 
1895, customs officers also searched Lenin, who arrived in 
Virbalis from Eitkūnai. However, no prohibited literature 
was found in his luggage. The remains of famous people 
were also transported to Russia via Virbalis. In July 1904, 
the remains of the writer A. Chekhov were transported 
in a galvanized coffin via Virbalis (Veidas.lt 2010). The 
writer’s body was “brought to Moscow from Germany in a 
railway wagon with refrigeration equipment and the word-
ing “The transport of fresh oysters””. Because of this Alexei 
Peškov (Maxim Gorky) was greatly annoyed. He wrote: 
“Anton Pavlovich, who was disgusted at everything banal 
and vulgar, was brought in a railway wagon “to transport 
fresh oysters”. It is breathtaking and I want to howl, outcry 
and fight. For him, no difference. You can carry his body 
in a basket of dirty laundry. But for us, Russian people, I 
can’t forgive this “oyster wagon”” (Zygar 2020). 
During World War I, the Russian Verzhbolovo became 
the German Wirballen, and in 1918, this huge station went 
to Lithuania that was an independent country. It was hard 
for a small state to operate such a large building, so the Ky-
bartai Court settled in the former apartments of the Tsar. 
The large passenger hall was the place where people of Ky-
bartai used to have the New Year celebrations. Sometimes 
the hall was used as the basketball court. Virbalis station 
successfully survived the beginning of World War II. At 
the end of the war the building was damaged, yet it could 
be restored. Nevertheless, the survival of the building was 
determined by a misunderstanding. The Soviet authorities 
were constantly confusing Kybartai station and Eitkūnai 
station, which was nearby. In 1944, Russian soldiers were 
ordered to demolish the Eitkūnai station building, which 
had been significantly damaged. However, they made a 
mistake and began to demolish the walls of the Virbalis 
station. In this way, the building of the customs and railway 
station, which survived 83 years and was used by various 
governments and states was demolished (Veidas.lt 2010). 
The present Kybartai railway station is shown in Figure 3b. 
Kaunas station was opened on 11 April 1861, when 
railway traffic on the Kaunas–Virbalis branch started. A 
large two-storey brick building with halls for first-, sec-
ond- and third-class passengers, offices for station ad-
ministration and doctor’s room as well as 15 apartments 
for railway employees were built. A locomotive depot was 
established. Kaunas tunnel (Figure 4a) received special at-
tention from the government (Žeimantas 2003). It is one 
of the oldest operating tunnels in Europe and the only one 
in the Baltic countries that has survived two wars and one 
blast. In 1944, German soldiers while retreating used 7 
explosive-loaded wagons and blew up the tunnel. Nowa-
days the tunnel has been rebuilt (Figure 4b). It has got a 
parallel European and wide gauge railway. Such a techni-
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In 1861, a multi-storey brick passenger building of 
Vilnius railway station, as well as other railway buildings 
were built. The first-, second- and third-class passenger 
halls of Vilnius railway station had buffets owned by Vil-
nius merchant A. Livshic. At the beginning of 1866, the 
Governor-General agreed to open a bookshop in the rail-
way station, which could trade only in Russian publica-
tions. The press in tsarist Russia was strictly supervised. 
This shop was constantly inspected by railway gendarmes. 
The importance of Vilnius station was constantly growing. 
In 1882, the Vilnius railway station of the Saint-Peters-
burg–Warsaw line was divided into passenger station and 
freight station (Žeimantas 2003). 
The Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw railway was one of the 
first railways in Russia and it was built when there were 
no general normative requirements and standards for 
railways. When the process of the construction of new 
railways advanced, the need occurred for the exchange 
of freight wagons and organization of direct passenger 
train traffic. In addition, the issues of unification (stand-
ardization) of roads and rolling stock evolved. On 18 
March 1860, Russian Ministry of Transport approved the 
dimensions of all wide rolling stock, track gauge, mini-
mum gauges of adjacent tracks, buildings adjacent to the 
railway track, minimum distances from track curb, which 
were mandatory for all railways and which in principle 
have been valid in Lithuania to this day (Žeimantas 2003). 
The train traffic was not heavy on the first railways. 
The trains travelled on schedule. As the number of trains 
increased, an alarm system became necessary. The first 
signals were introduced. The Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw 
railway played a great role in the establishment of railway 
signalling system in Russia (ID 2021). With the increase 
in numbers of railway companies and the differences in 
the style and results of their operation, in 1889 the Rus-
sian Ministry of Finance, at the request of the Tsar, invited 
S. Vitte (Minister of Finance from 1892 to 1903), who 
was a specialist in railway economic activities, to run the 
newly established Railway Department. On 1 March 1891, 
strict budgeting procedures entered into force. The gov-
ernment increasingly interfered in the activities of private 
companies (Žeimantas 2003).
In the first years of railway operation in Russia, the 
raising of passenger ticket fares was common, as revenues 
did not cover the costs. However, high ticket fares pre-
vented people from using the railway. Russia, with its rap-
idly built railways, lagged far behind in the numbers of 
transporting passengers. In 1891, only 43.5 mln. passen-
gers travelled by rail in Russia. In Germany the number 
of rail passengers reached 315 mln., in the United King-
 Figure 3. Railway station: a – Virbalis railway station at the juncture of the 19 and 20th centuries (Mickevičius 2007);  
b – Kybartai railway station today (Wikipedia 2021a)
 Figure 4. Kaunas tunnel (photos by Lithuanian Railway Museum): a – train near Kaunas tunnel, interwar period;  














LEdom there were 817 mln. of rail passengers and in small Belgium there were 57 mln. of rail passengers. There were 
only 1600 rail passengers per 500 fathoms (1.067 km) in 
Russia per year. In Austria, the figure was 4800, in Prus-
sia it was 13000 and in Saxony 15000. High ticket fares 
scared passengers away from the railways. The number of 
railways increased and the number of passengers per dis-
tance unit decreased. The Hungarian railways boldly re-
duced ticket fares. The price reduction led to the increase 
of passengers travelling by rail. The numbers of passengers 
almost doubled. In 1888, there were 70605 rail passengers, 
and after the price reduction in 1891 the numbers of rail 
passengers increased to 121828). The Russians understood 
that reasonable tariff reductions can increase rail revenues. 
Therefore, in 1891, the Ministry of Finance started to con-
sider the reform of passenger tariffs. Private railway com-
panies understood this reality earlier, and reduced passen-
ger fares in some directions of Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw 
railway line. In 1875, the Chief Russian Railway Company 
cut fares for passengers travelling from Saint-Petersburg to 
Virbalis and Warsaw. 
Daily traffic intensity of Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw rail-
way in winter and summer of 1865 in both directions is 
presented in Table 3. 
The construction of the railway showed that there was 
a great problem with the staff for servicing the railway per-
formance. Russia was then an illiterate state. The situation 
in Lithuania was not much better either. There were only 
one or two secondary schools (gymnasiums) in each of 
the provinces, and those trained there could hold only the 
lowest positions in the administrative units. The network 
of military schools was managed by Tsarist authorities bet-
ter. So, officers and non-commissioned officers could work 
in the railway maintenance and construction services, but 
they also had to be retrained. The military transport issue 
was addressed by Tsarist authorities in Saint-Petersburg, 
where in 1809, the Saint-Petersburg Institute of River 
and Land Transport Engineers was founded, which in 
1810 was named Saint-Petersburg Institute of Transport 
Engineers. With the intensive construction of railways in 
Europe and America, the institute became interested in 
railways. In 1864, Saint-Petersburg Institute of Transport 
Engineers was reformed into Civil Institute of Transport 
Engineers, where railway disciplines became the primary 
ones. The students at this institute managed the state and 
private railways in Lithuania until the end of the tsarist 
rule (Žeimantas 2003). 
Table 3. Traffic intensity of Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw railway in 1865 (trains/day) (Žeimantas 2003)
Route
Train traffic intensity in winter Train traffic intensity in summer 
Train category Train category







Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw 2 2 2 – – 2 2 2 – –
Vilnius–Warsaw – 2 – – – – 4 – – –
Daugavpils–Vilnius – – – 2 2 – – – 2 2
Vilnius–Virbalis – – – 2 2 – – – 2 2
Vilnius–Lapai – – – 2 – – – – 2 –
Table 4. The number of railway employees by nationality and gender in Lithuanian provinces (Žeimantas 2003)
Nationality
Kaunas province Suvalkai province Vilnius province
Total
male female male female male female
Russians 337 18 114 – 1321 108 1898
Ukrainians 3 – 1 – 23 3 30
Of Belarussian origin 14 8 1 – 637 67 727
Poles 645 128 96 8 1330 165 2372
Other Slavs – – – – 2 – 2
Lithuanians 278 41 216 54 318 43 950
Samogitians 377 40 1 – 4 – 422
Latvians 48 13 – – – – 61
Germans 28 1 131 7 43 1 211
Jews 39 2 11 5 63 1 121
Turks and Tatars 1 – – – 2 – 3
Finns – – – – 2 – 2
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For the maintenance of rolling stock, workers were at-
tracted from few metal and blacksmith companies. How-
ever, in times of serfdom, there were few free people work-
ing there. The first railway technical school opened in Jelce 
in 1869 and it trained the middle level railway workers. 
Later, this school became a model for other railway tech-
nical schools, including the one in Vilnius. The cheapest 
and the fastest way to prepare lower-level workers could 
be the training of local people, but the tsarist authorities 
did not trust people of other nationalities and especially 
people of other religions. The composition of railway em-
ployees by nationality and gender in Lithuanian provinces 
is presented in Table 4.
Lithuanians were divided into Aukshtaitians (in Lith-
uanian: aukštaičiai, they were called Lithuanians) and 
Samogitians (in Lithuanian: žemaičiai). A lot of Samogi-
tians lived in Kaunas province. In other localities Samogi-
tians were considered as Lithuanians. Table 4 illustrates 
that the railway administration was against local nation-
alities in Lithuanian provinces. The situation was espe-
cially evident on the Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw railway 
line, since the railway administration witnessed the 1863 
Uprising in Lithuania and M. Murav’jov  – the Hanger’s 
drastic distrust in Catholics. There were demands to take 
Orthodox instead of Catholics. The managers of the rail-
ways, which were built many years after the Uprising were 
more tolerant to local people, so there were more Lithu-
anians (Aukshtaitians and Samogitians) working there 
(Žeimantas 2003).
3. A look at the future of Lithuania with  
the European railway Rail Baltica
Railway is a vital means of transport, which plays a key 
role in working out the issues related to reduction of traf-
fic flows, easing congestions, security of fuel supply and 
reduction of dependence on fossil fuels. To ensure great-
er numbers of passengers travelling by trains and more 
freight transported by railway, it is essential to improve 
services and make them more attractive to customers (Li-
chtberger 2015). 
The history of the railway origin has decided the build-
ing of the so-called Russian 1520 mm track gauge (Wiki-
pedia 2021b) in Lithuania. Over time, with the changing 
geopolitical situation, the rapid development of technol-
ogy, the changing needs of passengers and the increasing 
mobility of goods, it has become clear that the old railways 
have become morally obsolete. The first international con-
vention on rail freight, which was signed in 1890, aimed to 
open Europe up to cross-border rail transport. Neverthe-
less, different national standards were used in rail trans-
port in European countries including different gauges, sig-
nalling systems and rules. With the view to create a single 
European railway area, European Rail Traffic Management 
System (ERTMS, https://www.ertms.net) was launched in 
the late 1990s, with the aim of replacing all existing differ-
ent signalling systems in Europe with a single system. The 
system would ensure interoperability between national rail 
networks and cross-border rail transport. Trains would 
pass EU countries without any disruptions, the competi-
tiveness of railway transport would be promoted, traffic 
safety would be ensured (Rail-Baltica.lt 2021b).
The current total length of Lithuanian railway network 
lines is 1910.7 km. Rail Baltica is a rail transport infra-
structure project that aims to integrate the Baltic States 
into the European railway network. The project total value 
is about 5.8 billion €, and it is the largest investment aimed 
at the enhancement of mobility in the region, develop-
ment of business, tourism, and trade. The project involves 
5 EU countries (Figure 1b): Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Es-
tonia, and Finland. The latter is involved indirectly. The 
line will connect Helsinki, Tallinn, Pärnu, Riga, Panevėžys, 
Kaunas, Vilnius, and Warsaw. The technical parameters of 
Rail Baltica are presented in Table 5. 870 km of high-speed 
electrified railway double-track will be built in Lithuania, 
Latvia, and Estonia. The ongoing project will have an elec-
trified railway line operated by ERTMS. Implementation 
of Rail Baltica in Lithuania is divided into 3 sections (Rail-
Baltica.lt 2021b): Polish/Lithuanian-state-border–Kaunas, 
Kaunas–Vilnius and Kaunas–Lithuanian/Latvian-state-
border. In 2015, a 1435 mm wide European gauge was 
built and put into operation on the TEN-T railway trans-
port network (Figure 2b) in the first section of the railway 
from the Polish/Lithuanian state border to Jiesia (Kaunas). 
This section is planned to be modernized by 2026 and will 
bring the design speed of passenger trains to 249 km/h. 
Kaunas intermodal terminal is connected to the EU rail-
way system. According to preliminary calculations, from 
2030 to 2040, Rail Baltica railway line via Kaunas will an-
nualy be used by more than 4.5 mln. passengers. 
Rail Baltica will act as an extensive catalyst for the con-
tinued economic development of the Baltic States and dur-
ing the construction phase it will boost hundreds of new 
jobs and will contribute to the region’s Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP). It will also reduce the distance between 
the Baltic countries and bring the rest of Europe closer. 
A modern high-speed rail link will provide a convenient, 
Table 5. Technical parameters of Rail Baltica  
(RailBaltica.org 2021)
Parameter Dimension
Total line length 870 km, of which:
»» 213 km in Estonia;
»» 265 km in Latvia;
»» 392 km in Lithuania
Design speed »» passenger trains – 249 km/h
»» freight trains – 120 km/h
Standard gauge 1435 mm
Electrified double-track line 2×25 kV AC
Axle load 25 t
Traffic management ERTMS L2
Maximum length of freight 
trains
1050 m









LEsafe, and environmentally friendly alternative for passen-ger movement. Passengers in the Baltic States will enjoy 
travel opportunities in terms of quality, speed, conveni-
ence, and passenger experience as have long been available 
in Western Europe. The bar chart (Figure 5) illustrates that 
flights between the capitals of the Baltic States are only 
a little shorter than high-speed train trips when travel-
ling by Rail Baltica. The advantages of train travel as an 
alternative to air travel are described in the publication by 
Sivilevičius and Maskeliūnaitė (2018). The outcomes of the 
author’s research on the advantages of rail transport com-
pared to travel by bus will be published in another article.
Cargo owners and freight forwarding agents will be 
able to simplify their supply chain processes through di-
rect and unhindered, high-capacity access to the European 
rail system. Rail Baltica project will promote the transi-
tion of railway specialists from the more traditional seg-
ments of the Baltic railway industry to the new European 
gauge railway system. After a while, there will be quali-
fied specialists with experience in both railway systems. 
With the start of the operational phase of the project, new 
permanent jobs will be created in the areas of infrastruc-
ture management and maintenance, station, and terminal 
management, as well as in the area of all types passenger 
and freight management. At the macroeconomic level, 
Rail Baltica will significantly improve the accessibility of 
the Baltic labour market, as well as reduce the environ-
mental impact of the movement of people in the Baltic 
States. The implementation of the shift from road to rail 
(passenger and freight) will significantly reduce the mon-
etary impact of climate change due to economies of scale, 
road maintenance costs and noise pollution (Rail-Baltica.
lt 2021a). 
Rail Baltica will benefit both residents of the region 
and businesses. The European railway from Palemonas 
(Kaunas) will be built towards Latvia. A special plan has 
been prepared for the development of this section. En-
vironmental impact assessment and land acquisition for 
public needs have also been carried out. Currently, the 
plan for the communication engineering infrastructure 
of the Kaunas–Vilnius section is under development (LR 
SM 2021b).
An architectural call for proposals for Vilnius railway 
station and the surrounding district has been announced 
(Rail-Baltica.lt 2021c). The proposals will put forward the 
visions, which will change this transport hub to a mod-
ern attraction centre. For future travellers on Rail Baltica 
railway lines, Vilnius railway station will be the most cut-
ting-edge city gates in the Baltic States. There is no doubt 
that there will be the increase in rail passengers in the 
future. For this purpose, Joint-Stock Company “Lietuvos 
geležinkeliai” (LTG – Lithuanian Railways) is developing 
a special application to plan convenient, fast and environ-
mentally friendly travel routes. It will integrate different 
modes of transport. It is planned that the launch of Rail 
Baltica trains between Warsaw and Tallinn will signifi-
cantly increase the number of foreign tourists, for whom 
train transport will become a convenient and fast way to 
visit the Baltic countries. It is also discussed that Rail Bal-
tica railway connection will have a direct access to Vilnius 
and Kaunas airports (LR SM 2021c). The project is ex-
pected to be completed by the end of 2026.
The pandemic has restricted train travel. The passen-
ger transport company “LTG Link” estimates that 3.3 mln. 
passengers travelled by local and international trains in 
2020, which is 40% of passengers less than in 2019. Last 
year was also full of challenges for the company “LTG 
Cargo”. This was due to the difficult situation in industrial 
enterprises caused by the pandemic and the insecure geo-
political situation in the region. In 2020, the carrier trans-
ported 3% less cargo – 53.4 mln. tons (LR SM 2021a). Due 
to EU sanctions against Belarus following the event when 
on 23 May 2021, A. Lukashenko regime forcibly landed in 
Minsk the plane flying from Athens to Vilnius, LTG has 
estimated that the company would lose up to 20 mln. € 
income. The package of sanctions includes cargo that 
crosses the Belarusian border to Lithuania in various direc-
tions. Losses due to fertilizers would amount to 14 mln. €, 
and the loss of transportation of oil products would be 
4…5 mln. €/year (Naprys 2021).
The EC (2021) has declared 2021 the European Year 
of Rail and will encourage Europeans to use railways 
throughout the year and contribute to the European Green 
Deal goal of moving to a climate-friendly economy by 
2050 (EC 2019). The aims of the EU overall environmental 
strategy is to redistribute freight transport. That will held 
for rail and maritime transport redistribute freight trans-
port account for at least 50% for all freight. It is likely that 
Rail Baltica freight traffic will increase significantly in the 
future. Freight transport by rail is perspective due to the 
fact of congested container market and tightening restric-
tions on the sulfur content for maritime fuels. According 
to the research of the European Commission, the positive 
impact of investments in transport infrastructure projects 
on the economy and the labor market will continue until 
2030. It is planned that the mentioned investments will 
help to create 10 mln. jobs positions in the European Un-
ion and GDP growth in this area alone will be 1.8% (Rail-
Baltica.lt 2021d).
Figure 5. Travel time between the capitals of the Baltic States 
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Conclusions
Rail transport is one of the oldest modes of transport, 
dating back to ancient Greece and Egypt. The history of 
Lithuanian railways starts from Tsarist Russia when the 
Saint-Petersburg–Warsaw railway line was built. During 
the construction of this railway, railway stations, bridg-
es and tunnels were built in the territory of present-day 
Lithuania. Rail transport faced challenges: there were no 
common regulatory requirements, standards, signalling 
systems for the operation of railways, and passenger rev-
enues did not cover expenses. The construction of railways 
was problematic as the construction and maintenance of 
the railway required qualified specialists and there were 
no schools to train them. There was a particular shortage 
of ordinary workers, as training of low-level workers from 
the local people was prevented by the distrust of the tsarist 
authorities towards other nationalities. 
It has been a long time since the first railway was built. 
With the advent of the first locomotive-drawn trains, no-
body considered the idea of transporting freight and pas-
sengers on a large scale, also of environment protection. 
Times, regimes, and orders have been changing. Railways 
and rolling stock have been improving. This can be linked 
to the development of society itself: the change of needs, 
values, and generations. The second half of the 20th cen-
tury marked the start of the global ecological crisis. Less 
polluting and environmentally friendly energy sources 
have been introduced. One of the paramount tasks of 
Lithuanian railways today is integration into the common 
European transport network – Rail Baltica. 
Lithuania does not have a high-speed railway infra-
structure therefore road and air transport is the domi-
nant mode of travel. With the view to the reduction of 
travel time between the capitals of the Baltic States, only 
air transport is faster compared to Rail Baltica traveling 
by rail. The opportunities of the Baltic States to reach the 
single European market have not reached their full po-
tential yet and are still untapped. Rail Baltica will fill this 
gap. The project will create the missing link with Western 
Europe and in this way will restore the historical justice. 
The Baltic States will be reintegrated into the European 
railway system.
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